On the Back Cover: A MANUSCRIPT DRAFT OFWHITMAN'S PREFACE, 1876
Reproduced on the back cover is a one-page draft of part of Whitman's "Preface, 1876, to the two-volume Centennial Edition of Leaves of Grass and Two Rivulets," originally published in Two Rivulets (Camden, NJ, 1876) . The manuscript is now in the collection of the Salisbury House Foundation of Des Moines, Iowa, and is reproduced with permission. Like many ofWhitman's manuscript drafts, this one is comprised of pieces of paper glued together, forming a kind of collage. Whitman often literally cut and pasted his poems and essays together. His manuscripts are often palimpsests and are thus difficult to categorize and transcribe. On the back of one of the pieces of this manuscript is a note Whitman made to himself about his deteriorating health (" Since I Such drafts of Whitman's prose are numerous and scattered across many different libraries and individual collections. No attempt has yet been made to gather and edit these manuscripts, and thus studies of Whitman's prose have been hampered by the absence of any edition that would allow us to examine in detail the process of Whitman's prose composition and his techniques of revision. The same is true, of course, for Whitman's poetry. Kenneth M. Price and I have begun work on gathering Whitman's poetry manuscripts for presentation on the WUltW'hitman HypertextArchive Chttl':lljefferson.village.virginia.edui whitmanl), but the massive numbers of manuscripts of both prose and poetry at this point remain available to scholars and students only in a piecemeal fashion. More than a century after Whitman's death, huge editing tasks remain.
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